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Harris Interactive works with market leading 
brands to help them maintain strong business 
performance through building strong customer 
relationships.

We identify clear and prioritised actions from 
uncovering unmet customer needs, customer 
experience inconsistency, strengths and weaknesses 
in the marketplace, and key drivers of differentiation/ 
uniqueness.

By bringing our clients closer to their customers we 
help them to stay ahead of their competitors and make 
sense of the ever-changing world.

 

Here we share with you: 

 Which energy companies have the strongest 
relationships and why

 Some of the key priorities of energy customers

 The impact of independent challenger brands

 The issues with billing and why is it important in 
connecting with customers

 Complexities and confusion around tariffs

 The need for better support for the financially 
vulnerable

 Appeal of alternative energy options 

The insight within this report is from Harris Customer Power, a competitor benchmarking 
subscription service.

It provides comprehensive customer relationship data and insight across 11 sectors and over 100 UK brands, 
supporting customer retention and engagement decision making. It covers the following elements:

Harris Relationship & Energy Metrics 
Connect customer hearts and minds with future 
intentions to understand relationship strength and 
sustainability. See which brands are the most 
dynamic and innovative to attract new business.

Harris Connected Customer Segmentation 
Are your customers fully connected ambassadors  
for your brand or are many only partly connected, 
indifferent or even disconnected and at risk of 
switching? How do they change with the actions  
you take?

Net Promoter Score 
What is your advocacy strength against other brands?

Harris Adapt – Ease of dealing with and 
personalisation rankings 
Your ranking on these increasingly critical measures.

Ratings on over 20 service, product and 
communications experiences 
Identify and communicate your strengths and 
differentiators, and take action on weaker areas to 
better meet customer needs.

Channel usage and satisfaction 
Maps how well customer experiences match 
changing needs from traditional and digital channels.

How customers feel 
Where they sit on the spectrum of being delighted, 
feeling listened to, and treated fairly through to 
feeling like a number, powerless and neglected.



8 KEY  
SUMMARY POINTS

For the Big Six, the future sustainability of their 
customer relationships isn’t strong, and in an 
environment encouraging a greater level of  
switching, the smaller independents pose a 
genuine threat.

Tariffs continue to confuse despite attempts to 
simplify them. Just under half of customers feel 
they are no clearer than they used to be.

Ovo Energy is the customer relationship leader, 
balancing customer priorities of value for money/ 
competitive pricing with quality of service and 
individual engagement.

The price of energy remains a concern to 4 in 5 
consumers. Smart meters are helping some to 
reduce their payments and receive more accurate 
bills but fears of inaccuracy and inability to see 
the benefits are hindering the ability of many to 
gain from this proposition.

Brands need to recognise that customers want to 
be treated fairly, individually, and in a personalised 
way and deliver the experience that matches this 
expectation. 

Just under half of consumers are struggling to some 
extent to keep up with energy bills and many feel 
unsupported by their provider. This is exactly the 
type of engagement that enhances customers 
feeling valued and being treated as individuals.

Although Ovo Energy and First Utility are edging 
ahead, all brands need to do more to deliver the 
simpler, clearer and fairer mandate concerning 
products, tariffs and billing. Those customers with 
clearer and transparent billing are more connected 
with their supplier.

There appears to be genuine interest in 
alternative energy with many consumers open 
to actively encouraging this in the home. This is an 
opportunity for energy brands to meet future 
customer needs whilst simultaneously driving 
stronger innovative messaging.
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HOW STRONG ARE  
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
IN THE ENERGY SECTOR ?

The Harris Relationship Score connects customers’ hearts 
and minds with their future intentions towards a brand. 
It tells us how strong and sustainable relationships are, 
and whether they are rationally or emotionally driven. 
A key aim for the energy sector is to build trust and be 
more customer centric. However, the sector relationship 
score reflects there is much more to be done, being the 
lowest of all 11 sectors measured, despite this having 
improved from two years ago. Trust and ensuring 
customers feel valued need particular attention. Less 
than 20% of customers from the Big Six strongly agree 
that as an existing or longstanding customer they get 
products and services that aren’t offered to newer 
customers.      

Another issue for the industry is that most brands seem 
to be the same, lacking uniqueness or distinctiveness, 
from one another. When we use the relationship metrics 
to calculate how connected customers are, only two 
brands stand out from the crowd, for different reasons.  

The best brand is a relative newcomer and independent 
company, Ovo Energy. They make a point of being different 
and although they only have a 1.6% share of the UK 
energy retail market, they’ve grown by more than 200% 
in the past 18 months1, and are the 10th fastest 
growing private company in the UK2. Their relationship 
metrics are at least 10-15% points ahead of the nearest 
brand, and if they can balance their growth costs and 
retain the quality of the experience and build on their 
position, then they are set to cause a shake-up in the 
sector. Although the Big Six retain a 87% collective 
market share, in September 2015 660,000 people 
moved to a smaller independent3.

In comparison the weakest brand (who shall remain 
anonymous but who is one of the Big Six), is in a 
precarious position for retaining it’s customers, with 
over one-third saying they are definitely, very or fairly 
likely to consider switching in the next 12 months. 

1 Source: Ovo annual report
2 Source: Sunday Times FastTrack 100 2014
3 Source: Cornwall Energy in the FT Sept 2015

Proportion of customers CONNECTED %

FULLY
CONNECTED

PARTLY
CONNECTED INDIFFERENT DISCONNECTED

35% 42% 17% 6%BEST BRAND

MOST ENERGY
BRANDS 25% 30% 33% 12%

13% 25% 41% 21%WEAKEST
BRAND



When we review the image below it is clear why these 
two organisations are at opposing ends of the spectrum, 
and why the majority of brands aren’t creating better 
customer engagement. Brands need to have competitive 
tariffs and/or show value for money, but they must also 
prioritise other important customer needs to avoid 
consumers purely making decisions on price. 

On average, across all nine energy brands in our survey, 
no more than 40% of customers’ needs are being met on 
the critical elements below, or on aspects relating to the 
simpler, clearer, or fairer mandate set out by the regulator. 
In fact, an average of 20%-25% of customers rate brands 
only fair or poor on ease of understanding products/
tariffs and clarity and relevance of their communications. 

Interestingly, innovation has the lowest performance 
score of the four, compounding the lack of uniqueness 
amongst brands, and possibly explaining why some 
customers decide it’s not worth switching if they don’t 
feel they will get anything different elsewhere.   

Energy brands could do worse than to look towards the 
banking sector given banks have similar challenges  
to face and are pursuing a similar customer promise. 
Banking and energy customers have similar priorities 
yet the average bank ratings are higher than the average 
energy sector ratings. Within Customer Power, banking 
is one of the highest rated sectors, and we are seeing 
positive changes for more brands because of the the 
way they are now engaging with customers. 

Key  customer priorities

1

BEST 
ENERGY BRAND

WEAKEST 
ENERGY BRAND

MOST 
ENERGY BRANDS

BANKING AVERAGE

BEST 
ENERGY BRAND

WEAKEST 
ENERGY BRAND

MOST 
ENERGY BRANDS

BANKING AVERAGE

Treats its customers fairly/
Treats customers as individuals 2 Understands customer needs/

Personalises their approach to 
meet those needs

3 O˜ ers value for money 4 O˜ ers innovative new products
and services

Performance rating:
Top 2 box

Performance rating:
Top 2 box

Performance rating:
Top 2 box

Performance rating:
Top 2 box

Gap 
over 35%

Gap 
over 20%

Gap 
over 40%

Gap 
over 30%

Gap 
over 20%

Gap 
over 10%

Gap 
over 30%

Gap 
over 20%



EMERGENCE OF CHALLENGER BRANDS 
OVO ENERGY AND FIRST UTILITY

Having already eluded to the strong performance  
seen for Ovo Energy, and the twofold increase in market 
share over the last 18 months, we also note the strong 
performance of First Utility across our Customer  
Power study.

Amongst the areas covered in the study including 
billing, energy tariffs, and support from energy 
companies; First Utility and Ovo Energy are coming 
out on top in terms of performance for consumers.

These smaller companies and their new approaches 
are becoming increasingly seen as championing 
consumer driven policies, particularly with regards  
to transparency around billing and tariffs.

In early 2015, Ovo Energy Chief Executive Stephen 
Fitzpatrick said “last year we were the first energy 
supplier to bring bills under £1,000 and over the past 
15 months we have reduced our prices eight times”.

Customer Power suggests one third of Ovo Energy 
customers are ‘fully connected’, way ahead of all other 
energy suppliers. They also boast the least proportion 
of disconnected customers. 

In addition, the brand is perceived as being ahead of 
the rest for being ‘ahead of the game’, ‘innovative’ 
and having ‘positive buzz’.

As for First Utility, it has been reported they are looking 
to maintain engagement with their customers by 
adopting a higher billing frequency and our research 
suggests they are outperforming the Big Six on this 
measure and for overall satisfaction with billing.

These relatively ‘newer’ brands are emerging as  
key challengers to the Big Six, and appear to be 
capitalising on the energy sectors failings and 
leveraging these failings in their favour.

Ovo Energy British Gas SSE E.ON Energy First Utility Scottish Power EDF Energy Npower

POSITIVE BUZZ

INNOVATIVE

41%

58%

AHEAD OF THE GAME

DYNAMIC

41%
36%
31%
30%
30%
26%
25%
19%

59%
39%
33%
32%
40%
26%
33%
19%

42%
36%
28%
32%
27%
27%
29%
19%

58%
38%
33%
34%
29%
29%
31%
23%



Do you understand your energy tari�? There are too many energy
tari�s to chose from

It is too time consuming
to understand all of
the energy tari�s on o�er

It is too complicated
to understand all of
the energy tari�s on o�er

Energy tari�s are no
clearer now than they
used to be

38% 31%

35% 45%
Yes

62%
No

17%

Unsure

21%

ENERGY  
TARIFFS

Having conducted research across the energy and utilities 
sectors for a number of years, we are well aware of the 
historical issues surrounding tariffs, and the confusion 
of both consumer and business customers.

In recent years there have been a number of initiatives, 
both from the industry and suppliers, to streamline 
options open to customers and make them easier to 
understand.

However, regardless of attempts by Ofgem and suppliers 
to offer simpler tariffs, a 2014 study by Which? showed 
that almost two thirds of consumers were unable to work 
out the cheapest energy deal provided by the Big Six 
energy companies. Almost a third picked the wrong 
tariff, while a further third found it impossible to calculate 
or work out what they were supposed to do.

This trend has been realised from our Customer Power 
study, revealing that understanding and transparency 
of energy tariffs is still a problem for consumers, with 
almost 2in5 stating they do not understand or are not 
sure if they understand their current energy tariff. 

The simplification and reduction in tariffs being offered 
to consumers doesn’t appear to have had the desired 
effect, as nearly two-fifths suggest there are too many 
tariffs to choose from, with over a third saying the energy 
tariffs on offer are too complicated to understand.

First Utility have looked to make their tariffs more 
transparent by attaching their customers to the lowest 
tariff possible by default, and as such perform best in 
our survey with nearly three-quarters saying they 
understand their tariff.



BILLING 
ISSUES

According to recent research by the CAB, around 1in5 
British households have complained to their energy 
supplier, with billing being cited more often than not. 

Poor billing processes and unsuccessful shifts to new 
billing systems are continually troubling energy customers. 
With a growing number becoming increasingly 
concerned, there is an upturn of those taking an active 
stance with regards to their energy consumption. The 
call for clearer, transparent and more understandable 
billing is as loud as ever.

On the back of this, Ofgem has set out a number of 
recommendations as part of their Customer Empowerment 
and Protect project and has made the aim for ‘smarter’ 
billing a priority ahead of the mass roll out of smart meters.

In our Customer Power survey, whilst 2in5 British 
customers claim to be ‘satisfied’ with their bills, around 
1in7 are dissatisfied, calling in to question the clarity, 
accuracy, frequency and level of information detailed 
within their bills.

Those performing lowest in the key areas of billing 
appears to the Big Six, where satisfaction averages at 
around 38%, whilst the likes of Ovo Energy and First 
Utility are much stronger, as are those considered as 
being ‘green’ energy suppliers.

Just under one fifth of customers stated that they do not 
understand or are unsure of whether they understood 
their energy bills, with a further 1in10 revealing they 
don’t read their energy bills.

With the area of billing playing such a crucial role in 
satisfying customers, it is little wonder those offering 
clearer and more transparent billing are deemed to 
have higher proportions of ‘connected’ customers.

NET Satis�ed Rank

ACCURACY OF BILLS

CLARITY OF BILLS

FREQUENCY OF BILLS

INFORMATION/DETAILING
WITHIN BILLS

OVERALL BILLING
SATISFACTION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



There are few people in the UK that have not been 
affected by the recent recession that hit the global 
economy.

Various records of a diminishing economy fell, including 
the UK’s loss of AAA credit rating for the first time since 
1978. Unemployment increased, with record highs 
seen for 18-24 year olds. 

Greater proportions of the population were considered 
to be living below the poverty line. In 2011, The ONS 
estimated that some 14 million people were at risk of 
poverty or social exclusion, and that one in 20 (5.1%) 
was experiencing “severe material depression”.

Wider research suggests that energy prices are a critical 
and important issue for consumers, with an investigation 
from the CMA suggesting consumers are paying too much 
for their energy bills, with Gas and electricity bills 
having risen by 125% and 75% respectively. This most 
recent wave of Customer Power reaffirms that the price 
of energy remains a key concern to consumers, with 4 
in 5 respondents citing rising energy prices as a cause 
for concern to them.

Interestingly of consumers who use a smart meter, one 
half feel it gives them more accurate bills and one-third 
feels it has saved them money due to reduced energy use. 
Yet the majority without a smart meter say the biggest 
hurdles to getting one are fears about the billing accuracy 
(mainly males) and the inability to see the benefit 
(mainly females), indicating a need for stronger 
communication to support consumers in this area.   

Later we discuss consumer perceptions, and their 
openness to adopting alternative energy solutions. 
However, around half value affordable energy prices 
ahead of a secure energy supply or an assurance that 
their energy came from low carbon sources.

CONCERNS  
OF ENERGY PRICING



CUSTOMER  
SUPPORT

Our research also suggests that less than half of consumers 
are able to keep up with their energy bills without any 
difficulties, whilst just over a fifth find it a constant 
struggle, and 3% have completely fallen behind with 
their energy bills.

Amongst those who had said they had struggled with 
their energy bills, 3in5 felt that their energy provider 
was unsupportive, with a further quarter suggesting 
they had no support whatsoever.

The level of support consumers believe to have received 
from their supplier varies considerably. The larger (Big 
Six) suppliers perform lowest with an average of just 
8% of consumers having a feeling of being fully 
supported, compared with smaller suppliers, such as 
Ovo Energy with over a quarter.

Ovo Energy stands out as a brand supporting customers 
who are feeling the pinch, and are much more likely to 
show understanding and empathy, whilst treating 
them as individuals and listening to them.

Ofgem has commented that one unnamed big supplier 
had seen a ‘significant’ rise in debts, yet this is not 
exclusive to the Big Six only, with smaller suppliers also 
seeing a higher than average level of customers with arrears.

Looking to investigate the energy industry’s debt 
collection policies, Ofgem stated “It is important that 
suppliers do all they can to treat customers in financial 
difficulties fairly, and to help customers manage their 
energy debt and avoid disconnection”.

In addition, Brits were left owing nearly £1billion to 
energy suppliers last year. This is a substantial rise in 
the average household debt for energy – up 16% for 
electricity and 18% for gas.



According to a recent Guardian article, the UK has 
dropped out of the top ten of a respected international 
league table on renewable energy for the first time 
since it began 12 years ago. Within the article, the 
Conservatives were accused of sentencing the 
renewable energy industry to ‘death by a thousand 
cuts’, as investor confidence in the sector decreases.

The Energy and Climate Change Committee Chair 
Angus MacNeil said: “Energy projects like offshore 
wind farms and nuclear power stations can take years 
from planning to completion, so maintaining investor 
confidence is crucial if we want to upgrade our  
energy system.”

Recent plans from the government which look to examine 
the cost of electricity generation, have caused concern 
within the energy sector as experts fear it could spell 
the end of billions of pounds of subsidies for green.

Key changes to the Government Renewable Policy will 
see tariffs for solar panels cut by 87%, meaning over 
950,000 houses, schools and communities who would 
have otherwise been able to afford to install solar panels 
will now no longer be able to do so.

Harris’ Customer Power suggests there is a genuine 
interest in ‘green’ and ‘alternative’ energy sources and 
their perceptions on solar energy are very positive at a 
time when the industry now looks to be under threat.

Most UK consumers actively try to conserve energy in 
the home, whilst around half are fearful of increasing 
power cuts and outages, and are concerned with 
carbon emissions.

7in10 consumers feel they understand ‘alternative’ 
energy, with solar power being the most associated, 
followed by wind farms and turbines.

GREEN  
ENERGY

SOLAR

Appeal of Alternative Energy Sources

HYDRO-ELECTRIC

OFFSHORE WIND

TIDAL AND MARINE

ONSHORE WIND

GAS

GEOTHERMAL

BIOMASS

NUCLEAR

COAL

65%

65%

62%

56%

48%

38%

35%

32%

29%

74%

74%

66%

67%

58%

41%

46%

46%

41%

25%

55%

72%

63%

56%

54%

56%

27%

24%

21%

33%

73%



INSPIRING 
ACTION

Within this report we’ve highlighted how energy brands 
can improve their customer engagement and retention, 
and the opportunities that exist for innovative brands 
who demonstrate they are listening to their customers. 

Our aim was to provide thought provoking content 
that inspires you to do something different to impact 
your own customer relationships – which we hope 
we’ve achieved.   

If you’d like to discuss things further, or obtain more 
information, just give us a call or send us an email.

There are also four specific ways you can take action  
by accessing Harris Customer Power:

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR ONLINE 
REPORTING PLATFORM 
…giving you the flexibility to use the data as you 
wish, create your own cross tabulations, and 
personalise your own Powerpoint reports. You can 
buy access to all of the data, to one sector only, or to 
multiple sectors.

OPT FOR OUR OFF-THE-SHELF 
SECTOR REPORTS
…with ready-made insight from our sector and 
solution experts, including brand summaries and  
hot topic data.

REQUEST A BESPOKE REPORT 
…for example, if you want to combine insights across 
several sectors.

CREATE A BESPOKE ONLINE SURVEY 
…using your own customer sample and our templated 
questions and benchmark it with Customer Power 
sector data – if your brand isn’t already covered, or 
you want to boost the sample size or include your 
own segmentation.

http://www.harrisinteractive.co.uk/Solutions/Stakeholder-Relationships/Customer-Power
http://www.harrisinteractive.co.uk/Solutions/Stakeholder-Relationships/Customer-Power


OUR OFFER
THE KEY COMPONENTS

FLEXIBILITY

SECTOR
EXPERTISE

LEADING
COMMUNITY

PLATFORM
TECHNOLOGY

FULL SERVICE
RESEARCH
EXPERTISE

REAL-TIME
AUTOMATED
ANALYSIS &
REPORTING HARRIS

INTERACTIVE
COMMUNITIES

Harris Communities
Combine the speed, ease, and cost effectiveness of your 
own real time research platform with the expertise, value 
and impact of a full service research partner. Facilitate an 
ongoing conversation with your customers putting them 
at the heart of everything you do.

Harris PixelLife
Published January 2015 an ambitious study that evaluates 
our lives in front of the screen, for work and leisure, 
including detailed profiling and satisfaction across 28 
different activities, including gaming – a free report.

Harris SocialLife 
Soon to go into its 7th wave, SocialLife is the UK’s most 
detailed tracker of social media usage, including a unique 
segmentation of social media usage – clients can buy 
into SocialLife to segment and profile their own market. 

Harris Buzz
A free monthly report that has run for over 4 years  
– we measure the awareness and excitement of the latest
entertainment and technology releases and stories – each 
report includes an “all-time” list for easy reference.

Harris Interactive UK
Harris Interactive UK Ltd is a full service, consultative 
custom market research agency, operating across 
business-to-business and consumer markets.

We blend sector expertise with award winning research 
designs and innovative approaches, to deliver tailored 
solutions built on industry best practice. Core areas include 
stakeholder relationships, branding and communications, 
concept development and market segmentation.

Engagements range from quick tactical one-off 
projects to ongoing strategic tracking studies. 

Harris Interactive has have been providing expertise in 
industry-led market research to major players in the 
Energy, Utilities and Industrial markets for over 20 
years. Our experience in consumer and b2b markets 
across multiple research methodologies enables us to 
provide insight and knowledge that guides business 
decisions to some of the world’s leading organisations 
and best known brands.

The breadth and scope of our experience provides us 
with the ability to tailor our approaches and solutions 
to address diverse research and business needs and 
maximise the value and insight that we provide

Follow us @harrisint_uk

www.harris-interactive.co.uk

OTHER PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS FROM HARRIS INTERACTIVE



HOW YOU CAN  
REACH OUR SPECIALISTS

Debbie Senior  
Customer Relationships & 
Customer Power 
dsenior@harrisinteractive.co.uk  
+44 (0)20 8832 1606

Mike Pickering 
Energy services 
mpickering@harrisinteractive.co.uk  
+44 (0)161 242 1360 

Mark Baldwin 
Energy services 
mbaldwin@harrisinteractive.co.uk 
+44 (0)20 8832 1620
+44 (0)7989 385941

Peter Cooke 
Online Communities 
pcooke@harrisinteractive.co.uk 
+44 (0)20 8832 1625

Lee Langford 
SocialLife 
llangford@harrisinteractive.co.uk  
+44 (0)20 8832 1617


